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Pros and Cons of Paying Off Your Loans Early
Is there ever a wrong time to pay off a loan early?

Carrying loan debt can be stressful if you have other things you’d rather be doing with your money —
and, frankly, who doesn’t? This leads to the noble ambition of wanting to pay off your loans as early
as possible, which can pay dividends for you in terms of saving money and anxiety. However, even if
you have the means, is it always the right decision to pay off a loan or debt early? The answer may
surprise you.

The upsides of paying off loans
early

If you’ve come into some money
and can use it to pay off an
outstanding lingering debt, the
benefits of doing so are clear.
Paying off a loan that carries
interest will save you the money
that you would have spent on
interest over the remaining life of
that loan, taking money out of the
hands of your lender and putting it
back into your pocket. That money
can be better used any number of
ways, including saving, investing or
even helping to pay off other loans.

Steve Nicastro of The Fiscal Times
puts it in practical terms: Paying off
a loan early is tantamount to an
investment. If you pay off student loans that carry an interest rate of 7 percent, it’s like getting a 7
percent annual rate of return on that amount for the years you would have otherwise been paying it
down, which can add up to thousands of dollars.

Nicastro also notes that paying off a loan early lowers your debt-to-income ratio, which increases the
likelihood of being approved for a mortgage or auto loan. If you’ve gotten yourself into the habit of
paying a certain amount toward a loan every month, you can stay in the habit and pay yourself
instead, whether it’s by investing that money or putting it into your savings accounts. This approach
should have you feeling more confident about your financial outlook.

Is there a bad time to pay off early? 

Paying off a loan early seems like a win-win proposition, but there are times where it might actually be
beneficial to keep your debt intact. One such instance, pointed out by Geoff Williams in U.S. News &
World Report, is when you don’t have an extensive credit history. Building up good credit by making
monthly payments on time and whittling down your debt gradually establishes you as less of a risk to
lenders, who would use your positive credit history to determine how much to let you borrow on a
mortgage.

Also, consider the simple fact that once you pay off your debt with a lump sum of cash, that money is
no longer yours. While you’ll be free from the burden of making payments on a loan, you won’t have



that extra money available if you should need it suddenly for a medical emergency or in the event of a
job loss. If you want to pay off your loan, make sure you have a nice nest egg set aside first.

Once gone, that extra money also can’t be put to work for you. Justin Pritchard of The Balance notes
that the money used to pay off a loan in one fell swoop could instead be used to earn a degree, make
vital home improvements or even invest. These options can pay big dividends down the line, which
might offset or supersede any money you’d save on your loan’s interest payments.  

The answer to whether you should pay off a loan early or not largely depends on your financial
situation and your level of comfort with pulling the trigger. Any and all major financial decisions should
be mulled over with the utmost consideration — speak with your family about the pros and cons of
your decision, and if possible, seek out the advice of a financial professional.
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Choosing the Right Paint Colors
How to pick paint colors like a pro

Picking colors to paint a room can feel like an overwhelming task, and the stakes are high — the
choices you make will affect the space you live in day after day. With so many options out there,
what’s the best way to make the right decision? Here are some tips to make that process a little easier.

Consider the room’s mood and
feel

Before choosing a paint color for a
room, consider how you want to
use the room and how you want it
to feel. For example, if you want
your bedroom to be a calm and
restful haven, DIY Network
suggests choosing cooler colors
like greens and blues or warm, light
colors like soft yellow. If you want
your living room to be an elegant
and sophisticated space for
entertaining, you might try varying
shades of rich neutral colors. If you
want a room to seem more
spacious or a ceiling to seem
higher, that effect is best achieved
with lighter colors.

Keep existing décor in mind

Before diving into the color selection process, the Washington Post recommends thinking about the
room’s other elements. You’ll want to select a color that complements the existing curtains, flooring,
furniture and furnishings. Even if you’re completely redecorating and refurnishing the room, it’s more
effective to choose the paint color based on the room’s other elements instead of the other way
around.

Remember the big picture

As you decide on colors for an individual room, don’t forget to take into account how that scheme will
fit in with the rest of your living space. According to Freshome, if each room has a unique style that
doesn’t flow with other parts of the house, it can create a jarring, busy effect as you transition
between rooms. For a more cohesive feel, make sure that colors in different parts of the house
harmonize with each other. This is especially important if your home is built with an open floor plan.

Take advantage of online tools

Once you have some color ideas in mind, you can head to the paint store for paper samples.
However, modern technology can help take some of the guesswork out of this process. Many paint
manufacturers provide online tools that let you upload photos of your to-be-painted room and test how
it will look with different colors. There are also a variety of smartphone apps out there to help you find,
identify and match paint colors.



Consider paint finish, too

As you’re selecting paint, keep in mind that the finish will also have a major impact on how the color
interacts with the light and how it fits with the purpose of the room. Here’s how Freshome breaks it
down: Flat finishes are less shiny but harder to clean, making them poor choices for kitchens and
bathrooms. Eggshell finish and satin finish are in the middle, while semi-gloss and high-gloss finishes
provide a higher level of shine and are easier to clean.

Test before committing

Colors can look very different online or at the paint store than they do in your home. A color that
looked perfect under the store’s bright lighting might appear very different in your home.  You’ll also
want to see how colors look in your home during the light of day or after dark. So, before you buy
several expensive cans of paint, ask for smaller samples. You can try them on a wall in the room
you’re painting to make sure they meet your expectations.

Finding the right paint for the rooms in your house doesn’t have to be a stressful experience.
Equipped with these tips, you’ll soon be ready to enjoy your redecorated living space.
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Why to Consider a Used Luxury Car
Six reasons to bring home a pre-owned, new-to-you luxury model

If you’re daydreaming about driving an affluent, stylish vehicle, but prefer more affordable
transportation, consider buying a used luxury vehicle. Here are just some of the advantages of
pursuing this affordable yet rewarding route.

Enjoy luxury features for a lower
price 

There are reasons that buyers opt
for luxury vehicles over economy
ones: quality engineering, features
and conveniences provide a
reliable, elegant ride. By opting for
a used luxury vehicle, you can
usually get a great bargain. That’s
because cars depreciate quickly —
as soon as they leave the
dealership lot. This is especially
true of luxury vehicle models, which
lose more value during the first
five-to-six years than an economy
vehicle during the same period, as
Lifehacker.com contributor Alan
Henry confirms. If a dealership is
selling a used luxury vehicle, it will
likely be eager to get the car off the
lot, which works in the buyer’s favor.

Less depreciation during ownership

As mentioned earlier, luxury vehicles experience the brunt of depreciation during their early years.
When you obtain a used luxury model, you’ll see a slower depreciation rate for the time you own the
vehicle, as Autobytel.com contributor Lyndon Bell points out. Not only will this maximize your
investment at the time of purchase, but you’ll be able to sell it down the road at a price point not too
far off from what you payed for it.

Advanced safety features

Luxury vehicles often possess the safety technology and amenities. For example, according to Bell,
today’s standard backup cameras, keyless entry systems and driver assist features — such as rear
cross traffic alert and blind spot monitors — were first available on luxury vehicles before economy
vehicles. So, by purchasing a pre-owned luxury vehicle, you’ll likely get more advanced safety
features than you would on a similar model year of an economy model.

Progressive comfort and convenience features

Besides advanced safety tools, luxury models tend to have avant-garde convenience and comfort
features. For example, automatic climate control, GPS navigation, self-dimming headlights and
Bluetooth debuted on luxury vehicles before they became available on economy vehicles. Bell points
out that a used luxury vehicle will often come outfitted with cutting-edge amenities that will still be



desirable during the time of ownership.

The assurances of CPO 

If you buy a used luxury model through an authorized dealer, you can take advantage of the certified
pre-owned program it offers, as the Toronto Auto Brokers team recommends. CPO vehicles have
been vetted through the manufacturer’s thorough inspection process to help reduce the possibility that
the manufacturer would have to pay for major repairs or recalls down the road. Buying CPO will
provide you with peace of mind, since this certification lowers the used luxury vehicle’s risk of having
serious problems later on.

If you need a vehicle to suit your lifestyle 

Maybe you work a high-profile job that is client-facing, and you need an affluent, stylish vehicle to
transport customers and business contacts. Perhaps you prefer a vehicle loaded with the latest safety
defenses and infotainment technology. Whatever the case, a used luxury vehicle might be a wise
investment if an economy vehicle lacks the features and conveniences that match your refined
preferences. 

By purchasing a used luxury vehicle, you can enjoy the top-notch features and head-turning cosmetics
that you desire without breaking the bank.
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Should You Turn Your Spare Room into a Vacation
Rental?
Pros and cons of renting out part of your home

Many people turn a spare room in their house into supplementary income by renting it out to
vacationers via Airbnb, Homaway and VBRO. Here are some of the advantages and disadvantages of
the process to decide if this business opportunity is right for you.

Benefits of renting 

Extra income is the most obvious
perk from renting out a spare room.
According to Entrepreneur.com
contributor Rose Leadem, simply
type your residential address into
the calculator offered via
Eliotandme.com to estimate your
daily and weekly rental rates. The
calculator lets you adjust the
settings for renting out your full
home or just a single room.

Another advantage of renting is that
you’ll get to meet interesting
people from around the country as
well as international travelers, as
Investopedia contributor Jean
Folger points out.  This will expand
your cultural knowledge and open
up new relationships with people that you wouldn’t normally interact with.

Per CNBC reporter Annie Nova, if you rent out part of your home, you’re eligible for the 20 percent tax
break for “pass-through” businesses that the U.S. government has initiated this year. To obtain this
deduction, simply report what you earn on your rental on either Schedule C or Schedule E of your tax
form. Nova reports that the IRS is expected to issue a new pass-through form later this year.

Drawbacks to renting 

Potential property damage is one of the primary disadvantages of renting out a spare room, Folger
warns. Luckily, if you’re renting out your property via a middleman service like Airbnb, the entity might
offer property damage coverage. For instance, Airbnb has a Host Guarantee program that covers up
to $1 million in property damage fees. However, it’s important to read what the program doesn’t cover
— for instance, pets, cash, rare artwork and jewelry.

You can also pursue coverage by securing renter’s insurance before renting out your spare room.
BiggerPockets.com contributor James Carlson advises to look for a policy that specifically caters to
short-term rentals. However, like with any insurance policy, be sure to understand what is and what is
not covered before signing the policy. 

Carlson points out that it’s important to factor in how much time and work maintaining a rental room
will cost you. Laundry, cleaning, home repairs, restocking the room with basic toiletries and calendar



management are just some of the tasks on your plate when you rent. There are also logistic details,
such as key handoffs and guest communication. If you’re already super busy with your day job or
family’s active schedule, renting out a spare room might be more hassle than its worth.

Loss of privacy is yet another drawback of renting. Even if your guests are out and about during their
stay or keep to themselves, you’ll have to accept sharing your home with others. Also, if you’re an
extreme introvert who prioritizes having precious alone time, having to regularly interact with strangers
might not be your cup of tea.   

By evaluating the pros and cons of renting out a spare room, you’re well on your way to making the
right decision for you.
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Do You Qualify for Green Tax Deductions?
Going green is even easier with these tax deductions

When it comes to going green, people often think of tax incentives offered to large companies for
using more efficient systems in their office buildings. However, a number of green tax incentives are
available to individuals as well. Your answers to the following questions could make a notable impact
on your tax deductions.

Did you buy a green vehicle?

If you recently bought a fully
electric or plug-in hybrid vehicle,
the federal government offers a
Plug-in Electric Vehicle tax credit.
The U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) website says that, for
qualified vehicles, the minimum tax
credit is $2,500, but can reach up
to $7,500 based on the size of the
vehicle’s battery — the credit is
increased by $417 for every
kilowatt-hour of battery capacity
above 5 kilowatt-hours.

If you wait for too long to buy a
plug-in vehicle, this credit could be
reduced or unavailable, as it
phases out based on the number
of qualifying vehicles an automaker
sells. This data can be found on the Internal Revenue Service website.

Did you install a renewable energy source in your home?

If you install certain renewable energy sources in your home (not necessarily your primary residence),
you will also qualify for Residential Renewable Energy Tax Credit. According to the U.S. Department
of Energy, this credit includes solar water heating systems (so long as they’re for the house and not a
pool or hot tub), solar electricity, fuel cell electricity, small wind-powered electricity and geothermal
heat pumps.

Before the phase-out period, which begins on January 1, 2020, you can claim a tax credit of 30
percent of the cost of installing these systems, with no maximum, and allowing excess credit to roll
over to the next tax year. The cost includes labor for preparation, assembly, installation, piping and
wiring.

Did you renovate your home?

Installing a whole energy system isn’t the only way that home renovations can result in green tax
credits. As H&R Block points out, certain home improvements can actually qualify you for a tax credit.
There are tax credits for installing certain ENERGY STAR-certified products, including air conditioners
recognized as ENERGY STAR Most Efficient, certified metal and asphalt roofs with pigmented
coatings or cooling granules and certified water heaters. In addition, there are credits for investing in
adequate home insulation and installing energy-saving doors, windows and skylights. A full list of



qualifying renovations is available on the ENERGY STAR website.

Are there local green tax incentives available?

Local tax incentives vary widely from city to city and from state to state. These can be anything from a
township offering a small credit for green energy source installation to a utility company offering
rebates for purchasing efficient appliances. DSIRE®, an initiative originally funded by the Department
of Energy and hosted by the N.C. Clean Energy Technology Center at North Carolina State University,
maintains a database of renewable and efficiency-related local incentives by state.

This is not a comprehensive list of green tax deductions, so to find all of the green tax programs you
qualify for, look around on the Department of Energy website as well as your city, county and state
websites.
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Back to School
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union will be closed on Monday, September 3, 2018 in observance of the Labor Day
Holiday. 
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Top New Payment Options to Consider
As transactions turn digital, consumers are turning to these new
payment methods and services

Just a few years ago, the major question regarding payment was, “Cash or credit?” Today, the
question is a bit more complicated. Consumers are utilizing more than just cash, checks, credit cards
and debit cards. They now use a number of different smartphone apps and digital expense options to
pay for products and services nationwide. Here are some of the top new payment options to consider
if you plan on entering the digital age of capitalism.

Payment apps and services

According to Eran Feinstein of
Business.com, nearly 90 percent of
millennials own a smartphone and
utilize it throughout the day. It
should then come as no surprise
that payment app usage is on the
rise. In fact, smartphones are so
pervasive throughout the
consumer community that the
payment service Venmo is phasing
out its web-based service entirely
and is going all mobile.

For those with Apple products,
Apple Pay offers an alternative way
to pay for everyday purchases.
David Phelan of Forbes notes that
individuals who purchase Apple
products are encouraged to sign up
for Apple Pay for free, immediately after their iPhone or iPad is set up. Apple rivals Samsung and
Google were quick to follow with their own payment services.

Social media payment methods

Feinstein noted that five out of six millennial consumers connect to companies through social media,
creating an environment where social media can be used to potentially pay for products. Many of
these platforms have already introduced such services. SnapChat released SnapCash, which allows
users to transfer money to another user of the app. Pinterest, long used to advertise custom crafts and
other goods, is taking advantage of this market opportunity to sell the aforementioned products. The
“action buttons” allow for the purchase of a product directly through the Pinterest website.

Cryptocurrencies 

It’s likely you’ve heard of Bitcoin, the cryptocurrency that grew immensely in value in late 2017 and
was in almost every headline. While early adopters of Bitcoin were rewarded for their initial
investment, Feinstein warns that cryptocurrencies are not currently being regulated by the majority of
governments. While the currency is borderless in nature, it is also highly volatile, as displayed by its
severe decline in value not long after its growth. Nevertheless, Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
may be a prototype for how currency will operate in the future. With an increasing amount of



purchases taking place over the internet, digital currencies might be the most efficient way to pay for
transactions.

Payments with cash, card or check are not nearly as ubiquitous in the current consumer market. As
more consumers complete digital purchases, they will likely turn to these new digital payment
methods at an increasing rate.
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